Bill Streever LittLe, Brown (2016) As his 2009 Cold and 2013 Heat (both Little, Brown) attest, biologist and nature writer Bill Streever is drawn to extremes. He now tackles strong winds, from cyclones to Santa Anas, for a scientific history of storms, meteorology and wind power, studded with pioneers such as seventeenth-century astronomer and trade-wind mapper Edmond Halley. A chronicle of Streever's voyage under sail from Texas to Guatemala is threaded through, giving a breezy immediacy to the story of how we learned to decode "moving air". Barbara Kiser
Nature in the City: Bengaluru in the Past, Present, and Future Harini Nagendra oxford university Press india (2016) With 10 million people and pell-mell development, Bengaluru (India's Silicon Valley, also known as Bangalore) is an old city in thoroughly modern flux. Urban ecologist Harini Nagendra's study looks at its deep ecological history, colonial role as India's garden city and current struggle with pollution, social exclusion and residents' increasing detachment from nature. Marshalling research from satellite imaging to interviews with slum dwellers, she concludes that "cities need to be ecologically as well as socially smart", and sees solutions in cross-city engagement of governance and civil society. David Miles thames & hudson (2016) This illuminating treatise on the Neolithic era in Britain treats the polished-stone axe that gives the age its name as a portal into prehistory -a revelation of material, manufacture and function. Drawing on research riches from Turkey's Çatalhöyük site to Britain's Stonehenge, archaeologist David Miles contextualizes his core chronicle of how tools, farming and metallurgy arrived in the British Isles. As layered as the strata of an archaeological dig, this is a moving portrait of a people at a cultural and technological tipping point.
The Tale of the Axe: How the Neolithic Revolution Transformed Britain
With each version, the basic plot remains the same, but the tone grows darker. Frankenstein becomes more passionate and ambitious, his science becomes more sinister and misdirected ("I felt as if my soul were grappling with a palpable enemy") and his Creature becomes more alienated and agonized. The 1831 introduction also contains an inventive, retrospective account of the storytelling competition at the villa. Mary now calls the book her "hideous progeny", and claims that the whole idea came to her instantly, like an emotional bolt of summer lightning on waking from a terrible nightmare. "I saw -with shut eyes but acute mental vision -I saw the pale student of unhallowed arts kneeling beside the thing he had put together. I saw the hideous phantasm of a man stretched out, and then, on the working of some powerful engine, show signs of life, and stir with an uneasy, half vital motion. " The book may, h ow e v e r, h av e had a more intellectual genesis. The best contemporar y account of the ghost-story comp etition is Polidori's. A medical graduate of the University of Edinburgh, he had written his doctoral thesis on sleepwalking. Before the trip, he was commissioned by the publisher John Murray to keep a secret journal of Byron's adventures, and in this he recorded the villa party's speculative conversations and reading of German gothic "horror tales". Above all, he noted their wide-ranging discussions of fundamental scientific principles, and whether the human body "was thought to be merely an instrument". As Polidori put it, their brains "whizzed".
SCIENCE FACT
Polidori would have known about recent experiments in electrical resurrection techniques by Italian physicist Giovanni Aldini (nephew of bio-electrician Luigi Galvani), and the new anatomical theories of German physiologists such as Johann Friedrich Blumenbach. Also making waves were the fierce 'vitalist' debates at England's Royal College of Surgeons between John Abernethy and William Lawrence, about the possible existence of an electrical 'lifeforce' and the unique nature of human consciousness. These controversial ideas, alive in the great universities and research centres of Europe, fed into Frankenstein, and especially into the moral issues that it raised about the perils of scientific interference with nature.
Thus began a writing process involving careful research over many months. 
